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To improve mirrors coating, we have modelized sputtering of binary oxide targets
using TRIM code. First, we have proposed a method to calculate TRIM input parameters
using on the one hand thermodynamic cycle and on the other hand Malherbe's results.
Secondly, an iterative processing has provided for oxide steady targets caused by ionic bom-
bardment. Thirdly, we have exposed a model to get experimental sputtering yields. Fourthly,
for (Ar - SiO2) pair, we have determined that steady target is a silica one. A good agree-
ment between simulated and experimental yields versus ion incident angle has been found.
For [Ar-Ta2O5) pair, we have to introduce preferential sputtering concept to explain discrep-
ancy between simulation and experiment. In this case, steady target is tantalum monoxide.
For [Ar - Ta(+02)) pair, tantalum sputtered by argon ions in reactive oxygen atmosphere,
we have to take into account new concept of oxidation stimulated by ion beam. We have
supposed that tantalum target becomes a Ta2O5 one in reactive oxygen atmosphere. Then,
following mecanism is similar to previous pair. We have obtained steady target of tantalum
monoxide too. Comparison between simulated and experimental sputtering yields versus ion
incident angle has given very good agreement. By simulation, we have found that tantalum
monoxide target has at least 15 Â thickness. Those results are compatible with Malherbe's
and Taglauer's ones.
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1. Introduction

When a surface of a target is bombarded with energetic ions, it is eroded because atoms

are removed, can reach the surface, can overcome surface binding energy and can be ejected.

This phenomenon is named sputtering.

Sputtering understanding is justified by numerous applications in various ranges as anal-

ysis, etching and cleaning of substrates, but especially in thin film deposition for high re-

flectance and low losses mirrors. This paper deals with the last application. Those deposi-

tions are made by successive layers with high and low refractive indexes. We use silica target

for low index S1O2 layers and, either tantalum pentoxide target or a metallic tantalum one

in reactive oxygen atmosphere, for high index Ta^Os layers. Those targets are sputtered by

argon ion beam. First, we present a sputtering modelisation of binary oxide targets using

TRIM code. This one gives access to simulated partial sputtering yields. Then, we expose

a method to obtain experimental partial sputtering yields. We compare those yields to sim-

ulation. So, we have introduced two concepts, on one hand steady targets and on the other

hand oxidation stimulated by ion beam, to explain experimental results.

2. Simulated approach

We study binary oxide targets which have chemical formula MXOV where x and y represent

stoichiometries of metal and oxygen respectively. To simulate sputtering of such target with

TRIM, we have to know some quantities which define the list of TRIM input parameters.

Although many publications [1-6] present in details TRIM code, only a few articles explain

input parameters processing when target is binary oxide. Next paragraph exposes this

processing.



2.1. List of TRIM input parameters

This list includes quantities which define incident ions as :

• E : incident energy,

• Zi : atomic number,

• M\ : atomic mass,

• Nh : representative number of incident ions, Nh < 10000,

• .E&i : bulk binding energy, En ~ 1 eV,

• 22,6ei : surface binding energy, Eabe\ — 5 eV,

• Ed\ : displacement energy, En ~ 6 eV

and binary oxide components as :

), Zi{0} : atomic numbers of M and O,

), Z2(O) : atomic mass of M and O,

Eb(MxOy) : bulk binding energy M — O in target,

E,be(M), Esbe(O) : surface binding energies of M and O,

Ej(M), Ed(O) : displacement energies of M and O,

C(M)b, C(O)b '• atomic concentration of M and O for bulk target,

Ef : cut-off energy. The history of a moving particle is terminated when it has been

slowed down to an energy below Ef. Ef is given by :



Ef = min (Ebl + Eabel ; Eb(Mx Oy) + Ed{M) ; Eb(Mx Ov) + Ed{0))

Simulation quality depends of processing precision of previous binding energies. To de-

termine those, we introduce the concept of reticular energy although targets are amorphous.

We calculate this reticular energy, named AH(MxOy), by two methods : the first uses

Born-Haber cycle, the second writes AH(MxOy) using various binding energies in target.

First method : Born-Haber cycle for binary oxide MxOy

The Fig. 1 shows Born-Haber cycle for any binary oxide. For this thermodynamic cycle,

various energies used are

\ : heat of formation of oxide MxOy,

• AH2 : sublimation energy of metal M,

• AJ?3 : dissociation energy of the oxygen molecule,

• AH4 : required energy to remove p electrons from the metal atom M,

• AHs : oxygen electronic affinity for 2 electrons.

For this cycle, we can write

AH{MxOy) = Atfx - xAH2 - | AH3 - xAH4 - yAH5

and

px =



Second method : Decomposition using various binding energies.

This method uses Malherbe's results [7] on preferential sputtering of binary oxides. We

calculate various binding energies which exist in binary oxides using the equations below.

Bulk binding energy Eb(MxOy) : we take into account the ionic character of the bond

including electronegativities of both linked atoms. Eb(MxOy) is given by [7]

Eb(MxOv) = -Z— D(M -M)+ -2— D(O - O) + -^— D(0 - M) + I (eM -
x + y x-\-y x + y 2

where

• D(M — M) : metal-metal binding energy approximated to metal sublimation energy

Uo,

• D(O — O) : dissociation energy of the oxygen molecule,

• D(0 — M) : metal-oxygen binding energy of diatomic oxide MO,

o '• metal and oxygen electronegativities respectively according to Luder's formal-

ism [8].

Surface binding energies Eabe(M), Eabe(O) : those both energies are calculated using the

equations below

Eabe{0) = - ^ - D(0 -M)+ -*— D(0 -0)+\(eM- eofx + y x + y 2



Displacement energies Ed(M), Ed(0) : for most elements, the displacement energy range

lies from 15 eV to 20 eV. In the absence of oxygen value, we take Ed(O) = 20 ± 5 eV and

for metal, Andersen's tabulated values [9].

Now, we can write reticular energy AH(MxOy) as

&H(MxOy) = k Eb{MxOy) + x Ed{M) + y Ed{0) + x Eabe(M) + y Eabe(O)

where k is the total number of metal-oxide binding to break for removing x metal atoms and

y oxygen ones from the target.

From Table 1, various binding energies of the second method are

• for silica :

Eb(SiO2) = 9.27 eV

Esbe(Si) = 6.25 eV

Eabe(O) = 7.71 eV

Ed(Si) = 15 ± 2 eV

• = 6

• for tantalum pentoxide :

Eb(Ta205) = 10.81 eV

EBbe(Ta) = 10.46 eV

Eabe(O) = 8.49 eV

Ed(Ta) = 33 ± 1 eV

fc = 14

We compare reticular energies calculated by both methods. The first one has used refer-

ences [7,10-14] and values from Table 2. The results are given in Table 3. In the first method,



the error on tantalum pentoxide for the reticular energy arises from a not well known value

for the tantalum fifth ionisation energy. In the second method, errors arise from an uncer-

tain oxygen displacement energy in oxides. Yet, good agreement between both processing

methods allows the use of binding energies obtained by the second method as TRIM input

parameters.

2.2. Steady target research

The used TRIM program is a static code. It doesn't take into account target erosion or

stoichiometric evolution. Indeed, for each new incident ion treatment, target is considered as

new. All dynamic evolution is ignored. In the same way, preferential sputtering consequences

of one element with regard to the other are not included. We describe how we have to

introduce target dynamic evolution in TRIM code.

For this purpose, we use a Sigmund's equation [15] of surface composition and we apply

it to the case of oxides :

C{M)3 _ C(M)b C(M) Yo_
C(O), ~ C(O)b " C(0) ' YM

where C(M)3 and C(0)g are surface stoichiometries at steady state. Using previous surface

binding energies we determine the stoichiometry of altered layer at steady state [15]. This

layer defines a steady target where atomic concentrations are C(M)a and C(0)a. Fig. 2

shows the organigram for steady target research. We simulate sputtering with all input

parameters. TRIM gives partial sputtering yields YM and Yo of M and O respectively. If

ratio R = YM/YO is equal to initial atomic concentrations ratio C{M)b/C{O)b, then steady

state is reached as soon on the first iteration. Steady target has initial stoichiometry. But

if this condition isn't verified, we process a new stoichiometry using previous Sigmund's

equation. This new surface composition is used as a new input. Thus, step by step, we find



a steady target surface composition.

2.3. Results

If we consider the case of silica target, sputtered with 1 keV argon ions at various incidence

angle, the simulated steady target, which appears at the surface, is a silica target . It means

that two silicon atoms are sputtered for one oxygen atom. Thus, silicon oxidation degree in

silica remains equal to four. There is no silicon reduction or oxidation in previous conditions.

If we examine the case of tantalum pentoxide target, sputtered in similar conditions, the

studied target average stoichiometry is tantalum monoxide with the chemical formula TaO.

It means that tantalum oxidation degree decreases from five, in Ta2O$, to two, in TaO.

There is tantalum reduction.

Those behaviours are explained mainly by atomic mass of target elements, close in silica

but very different in tantalum pentoxide. This causes oxygen preferential sputtering with

regard to tantalum.

Taglauer [16] has worked on sputtering of tantalum pentoxide with 1 keV argon ions. He

has found by AES that surface composition was TaO\.\ and TaO0_g by ISS. Hofmann [17]

has studied the same target but sputtered with 3 keV argon ions at normal incidence. He

has shown with XPS that steady state was characterized by the generation of TaO^, TaO

and Ta. Baretzky [18,19] has confirmed that tantalum pentoxide sputtered with ions argon

or helium at room temperature and in this energy range, the surface composition change is

dominated by collisional processes.



3. Experimental approach

S.I. Hypothesis

Let Ni and Na total numbers of incident ions and sputtered particles per second respec-

tively. In this paper, targets are binary oxides. In our layers, it's impossible to know if

oxygen comes from reactive oxygen atmosphere in the coater, sputtered oxygen from target,

ionic oxygen from assistance ionic source. In the following Na represents total number of

metallic sputtered particles per second. Y means metallic partial sputtering yield. Knowing

Ni and Na, we write Y as

To determine Ni and Na, we formulate following hypothesis point Hi

• Hi : number of ions in the beam is equal to the number of emitted electrons by the

neutralizer,

• H2 : ions are singly ionised,

• H3 : deposition rate is constant versus time,

• H4 : layer density is equal to the bulk one,

• if5 : sticking coefficient of sputtered particles is equal to one. It means that all

sputtered atoms which reach the substrate participate to the layer's growth,

• H6 : emission of sputtered particles is performed in an ejection cone with solid angle



3.2. Expression for experimental sputtering yield

Using the previous hypothesis, we can write for N,

e

where /& is the beam current and e the elementary electric charge.

For Na, we have to know the total number of metallic particles, named Nc, which arrive

on the substrate per second.

h x No p Si
c~ 1 ' M

where

• x : mole number of metallic species in deposited layer,

• NQ : Avogadro's number,

• p : deposited layer density,

• Si : deposited real surface,

• M : molar mass of deposited layer,

• h : average thickness,

• t : deposition time.

We define an equivalent surface, named Se<7, as the surface Si projected in the ion beam

direction. Seg can be written as

Seq — S i . COS fl

10



where \i is the angle between those both surfaces i.e. angle between substrate and ion beam

direction. Let Qi the solid angle on which we see Seg from the target. We have

i = 2TT I 1 -

where R\ is the substrate radius and d\ the distance between substrate and target centers

on the specular direction. This one is defined by 26 if 6 is the incident angle. We choose

to place the substrate in this direction. Indeed, this last one is very near of simulated

preferential ejection angle of sputtered particles, (̂ o)max — 50°, E ~ 1 keV). In our case, we

have d\ >> R\, so

eg Si cos fi
O ~ -^- —

To determine ejection solid angle f22 of sputtered particles, we put a warning-plane at

distance d<i from target. Then, we realize a layer on this plane. Let Si the deposit surface.

We approximate it to a circle with i22 radius. f22 is given by

= 2TT

+
Fig. 3 shows all used notations of this method. We suppose the emission of sputtered

particles nearly isotropically in fi2, therefore in 0 l 5 and we write Na as

/V ~ AT ?-
iVa _ iVc

Using the relations for Na and Ni, the expression for the experimental sputtering yield

is given by

h x No p e I d-i \ d\
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The error in the sputtering yield determination comes from thickness h and radius R2

measurements

AY _ Ah <L2R\ AR2

Y h (Rl + 4)^-d2(R
2
2 + cP2) R2

with ( Ah I h ) = 7% and ( AR2 I R2 ) = 8%.

4. Simulation-experiment comparison

4.1. (Ar-SiOi) pair

Fig. 4 shows simulated and experimental partial sputtering yields variation of silicon in

silica target sputtered by 1 keV argon ions versus incident angle. Total pressure, argon plus

oxygen, is around 2 x 10"4 Torr (1 Torr = 133 Pa).

We see on Fig. 4 a good agreement between simulation and experiment which justifies

the list of TRIM input parameters and the steady target result.

4.2. (AT - Ta2O5) pair

Fig. 5 shows simulated and experimental partial sputtering yields variation of tantalum

in pentoxide tantalum target sputtered by 1.1 keV argon ion versus incident angle. Total

pressure, argon plus oxygen, is around 4 x 10~4 Torr. Simulated values have been obtained

disregarding target stoichiometry evolution.

We see on Fig. 5 an important discrepancy between simulation and experiment. This

disagreement can be explained by oxygen preferential sputtering with regard to tantalum

in Ta2O5. It causes stoichiometric modification of altered layer. We have to include in

simulation this evolution to explain experimental results.

12



4.8. (Ar - Ta(+O2)) pair.

The notation (Ar — Ta(+C>2)) means that tantalum target is sputtered by argon ions

in reactive oxygen atmosphere. Fig. 6 shows simulated and experimental partial sputtering

yields variation of tantalum in tantalum target sputtered by 1.1 keV argon ions versus

incident angle. Total pressure, argon plus oxygen, is around 4 x 10~4 Torr. Simulated

values have been obtained using a list of TRIM input parameters for metallic tantalum

target, used in reference [20]. TRIM code doen't take into account a possible interaction

between the reactive oxygen in the coater and the surface of the metallic tantalum target.

We see again on Fig. 6 a large disagreement between simulation and experiment which

is greater than the one on Fig. 5. However, we note that on Fig. 5, simulated curve under-

estimates experiment results, whereas on Fig. 6, it over-estimates them. It means that an

intermediary state can exist. We plot on Fig. 6, one of the experimental values, coming from

reference [21], of tantalum partial sputtering yield, for 1.1 keV argon ions at 45° incidence

angle without reactive oxygen. This value has been obtained in the same coater and near

conditions.

The important discrepancies on Fig. 6 can be explained by the concept of ion beam

stimulated oxidation. Indeed, in most cases, when molecular oxygen is introduced during

metallic target bombardment with inert gaz, sputtering yield decreases strongly. This one

arises from surface binding energy increase on account of superficial oxide formation. This

last one is interpreted using Mott's and Cabrara's theory about oxidation of metals [22-

23]. This model exposes that oxygen molecules, which are on the surface of metallic target,

are dissociated by ionic bombardment in first step. Then, in second step, those adsorbed

oxygen anions create a strong electric field in the target. With this electric field, those anions

penetrate in the target to a depth greater than a simple chemicalsorption.

13



For example, Bouchier [24] found that, in the case of silicon target, sputtered by single

charged argon ions with energies in 15 to 80 eV range and an oxygen partial pressure of 2.25 x

10~6 Torr, 2 nm of silicon can be made at room temperature. A similar oxidation mecanism of

metallic silicon has been studied by Collot [25]. He used low energetic electron incident beam,

E < 100 eV, and an oxygen partial pressure around 10"4 Torr. Superficial oxide thickness

is lower that 10 nm. With those both examples, we point out that the role of incident beam

is to dissociate oxygen molecules on the surface of metallic target. Following mecanism is

nearly independant of incident beam.

We note that tantalum sputtering yield without reactive oxygen atmosphere is lower than

simulated one. There are two probable reasons of this discrepancy. First, even with a good

vacuum around 10~6 to 10~7 Torr, oxygen remains in the coater. It oxidizes even slowly

and slightly metallic tantalum surface. So, sputtering yield decreases. Secondly, the metallic

tantalum target used to obtain experimental values has been for a long time in reactive

oxygen atmosphere, and a thick oxide layer stays at the surface. During experiments it

hasn't been possible to eliminate totaly this film by a short etching in pure argon.

In our case, initial target is a metallic tantalum one. Superficial oxide is supposed to be

tantalum pentoxide for total pressure, argon plus oxygen, around 4 x 10~4 Torr. Fig. 7a

shows schematically this oxidation's mecanism. With this hypothesis, the sputtering of

metallic tantalum target, and tantalum pentoxide target, in reactive oxygen atmosphere are

similar. By reason of argon ion bombardment, which causes oxygen preferential sputtering

with regard to tantalum, oxide target becomes a steady target. In this last one, oxidation

degree of metallic element is often lower than oxidation degree of the same element in oxide

layer. Fig. 7b shows schematically this evolution.

Simulated steady target is a monoxide tantalum one with the chemical formula TaO.

14



Fig. 8 presents simulated and experimental partial sputtering yields variation of tantalum in

monoxide tantalum target sputtered by 1.1 keV argon ions versus incident angle.

We see on Fig. 8 very good agreement between simulation and experiment. This one

justifies the list of TRIM input parameters and the formation of tantalum monoxide steady

target for both pairs, (Ar — Ta-zOs) and (Ar — Ta(+02))- Using TRIM code, we can simulate

steady target thickness. We note that when this thickness increases, tantalum simulated

partial sputtering yield decreases. This yield reaches a constant value. At least 1.5 nm

of tantalum monoxide are necessary to find tantalum simulated partial sputtering yield for

1.1 keV argon ions with 45° incidence angle. Fig. 9 shows simulated partial sputtering yield

evolution versus steady target thickness.

5. Conclusion

Using TRIM code, we have proposed a sputtering modelisation for binary oxide targets.

We have exposed a method to calculate TRIM input parameters. This one includes thermo-

dynamic considerations and Malherbe's formalism. An iterative model has simulated steady

targets caused by ionic bombardments. We have explained how we obtained experimental

partial sputtering yields.

For (Ar — S1O2) pair at 1 keV fixed energy and incidence angles around 45°, simu-

lated steady target is a silica one. We have no reduction and no oxidation of silicon. Its

oxidation degree remains equal to four. Confrontation between experimental and simulated

partial sputtering yields has given a good agreement for previous incidence conditions. This

agreement justifies the list of TRIM input parameters and simulated prediction of steady

target.

For (Ar — Ta20s) pair at 1.1 keV fixed energy and similar incidence angles, simulated

15



steady target is a TaO one. We find a reduction of tantalum oxidation degree which decreases

from five to two.

For (Ar — Ta(+$2)) P^r in similar incidence conditions, we have supposed T02O5 layer

formation on metallic target surface. This formation is caused by migration of dissociated

oxygen atoms by incident beam, on important mean depth. Both pairs, (Ar — TCI2O5) and

(Ar — Ta(-\-02)) are a single and same case. Simulated prediction of TaO steady target has

been verified by very good agreement found between experimental and simulated tantalum

partial sputtering yields for previous incidence conditions. Then, we have simulated that this

TaO superficial layer has a least 1.5 nm thickness. This result is compatible with Malherbe's

one. He found that thickness of this TaO superficial layer was 2.5 ± 0.7 nm when T02O5

target was sputtered by 3 keV argon ions.
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Table captions

Table 1 : Parameters used in the calculations of binding energies (from ref. [7]).

Table 2 : Parameters used in the Born-Haber cycle (from refs. [7,10-14]).

Table 3 : Reticular energies calculated by both proposed methods.
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Parameters

eo

D(M -

D(O-

D(O-

f

-M)

-o)

-M)

Silica

1.74 eV

3.50 eV

4.70 eV

5.16 eV

8.16 eV

Tantalum

1.33

3.50

8.11

5.16

8.59

pentoxide

eV

eV

eV

eV

eV

Table 1

Parameters

AH2

A F 3

AH4

AH5

Silica

-9.43 eV

4.70 eV

5.16 eV

101.58 ± 1.55 eV

6.23 ± 1.36 eV

Tantalum pentoxide

-21.38 eV

8.11 eV

5.16 eV

157.6 ± 17.6 eV

6.23 ± 1.36 eV

Table 2

Reticular energy

AH(SiO2)

AH(Ta2O5)

First method

133 ± 5 eV

397 ± 42 eV

Second method

132 ± 12 eV

381 ± 27 eV
Table 3
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Figure captions

Figure 1 : Born-Haber cycle for binary oxide MxOy.

Figure 2 : Organigram for steady target research with TRIM.

Figure 3 : Illustration of used notations.

Figure 4 : Comparison between simulation and experiment for (AT — SiO2) pair for
1 keV incident energy.

Figure 5 : Comparison between simulation and experiment for (AT — T02O5) pair
for 1.1 keV incident energy.

Figure 6 : Comparison between simulation and experiment for (AT — To + (O2))
pair for 1.1 keV incident energy.

Figures 7a-b : Sputtering mecanism schemes of metallic target in reactive oxygen
atmosphere a) oxidation, b) reduction.

Figure 8 : Comparison between simulation and experiment for (AT — TaO) pair
for 1.1 keV incident energy.

Figure 9 : Determination of steady target thickness using TRIM for (AT — TaO)
pair for 1.1 keV incident energy and 45° incident angle.
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